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Testimonials 
 

 Excellent teaching session.  Dr Khan highlighted the importance of developing a systematic and 
thorough approach to CXR. I particularly enjoyed Dr Sakib going through the anatomy and found 
it very useful for my learning. Dr Nick showed some excellent cases and I felt the chat feature 
really made everyone feel like they were participating. In addition Dr Alexia showcased the cases 
in a very calm and systematic way that helped me understand the mediastinal pathologies. 
Overall excellent session and a great start to this two year journey (UK). 

 Very good pace. Pitched at the right level. You guys really know the curriculum well! Thanks so 
much. I really appreciate the effort. You guys are amazing (UK). 

 I particular enjoyed the lecture given by the ST4, Dr Moghul. He covered a complex area in a 
simple way and pitched at the right level, especially as a ST1. Best anatomy teaching since 
starting radiology (UK). 

 Excellent presentation, especially by Dr Alexia who took us step by step (Czech republic). 

 The best Radiology learning forum (Pakistan). 

 I liked Dr Khan and Dr Moghul's presentations as an ST1 explained well the basic concepts. I liked 
the sections on normal variants (UK). 

 It’s what is missing from my deanery’s teaching! Essential learning for new ST1s (UK). 

 Excellent teaching and far better than local FRCR Part 1 teaching. I had given up on online 
teaching sessions, but this shows just what the technology can do (UK). 

 Very very clear explanations at a good pace so I can listen, take in the information and build on 
my knowledge. I feel more confident going forward to looking at chest x-rays and have 
something to practice to get netter at routinely looking for the lines (UK). 

 Making radiology so easy with concept of basic. Bravo team Dr Khan (Pakistan). 

 Superb. Thanks to all the team involved for generously giving up their time to do this. It is much 
appreciated. Please do provide the lecture recordings on the website so we can watch content 
again as revision closer to exams (UK). 

 Excellent session, very useful. I would recommend this to future candidates & appreciate the 
hard work put in my everyone (UK). 

 The way whole session was organized is most valuable (India). 

 This is awesome session. Thank you so much Dr Khan and team you're amazing (UK). 
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 Session was excellent as always. So glad that Dr Khan has restarted his sessions! Thank you! 
(UK). 

 No words to express , every time I found anything new to improve  day to day reporting (UAE). 

 Dr Khan you are  a legend and Thanks is not enough. Thanks for your great team (Yemen). 

 Exactly what is needed at ST1 level (UK). 

 Very good initial session from all presenters, covering concisely in 3 hours many concepts that 
have taken 6 weeks of plain film supervised reporting sessions to pick up - I wish this has been 
delivered during my first week -many thanks (UK). 

 Brilliant, really useful and well put together lectures. With a good flow that builds the knowledge 
as you go through. Thank you for everyone’s time and effort (UK). 

 Fantastic (UK). 

 Love it, thank you so much. Filling a much needed teaching gap. Look forward to next week (UK). 

 Great lecture Thanks a lot Dr. KHAN (UAE). 

 Great lecture from a great doctor (Oman). 

 Five stars (Myanmar). 

 Very useful and pitched at the right level (UK). 

 Excellent overview of anatomy - good preparation beforehand by all lecturers & the whole 
process runs very smooth. This is no doubt one of the best teaching resources out there for ST1’s 
(UK). 

 Step by step high quality education  available to less fortunate candidates from all the over the 
world (Egypt). 

 Fantastic teaching. Clear delivery. Great images. Applying learning with questions (UK). 

 We don’t get such quality education ever without having to pay an arm and leg. Thanks a million 
(Egypt). 

 It was perfect session for beginners (Pakistan). 

 Overall it is extremely useful (Oman). 

 Very useful for ST1s. I like the reinforcing style of the teaching (UK). 

 The cases are always very educational!! (UK). 

 Step by step education (Egypt). 

 Really great teaching, covering the basics with good radiological examples, and great 
illustrations. Doing exam style hot seat questions is also very useful (UK). 

 Dr khans teaching is most useful - excellent teacher. Interactivity with involvement of candidates 
(UK). 

 Lectures were great, learn a lot (Pakistan). 

 Highly recommend this! (UK). 

 Brilliant teaching,  I really enjoyed it (UK). 

 Superb (Pakistan). 

 Loved it (Kenya). 

 Amazing session enjoyed learning a lot. Keep up the great work (India). 

 Overall found this session an excellent start to the two year programme (UK). 

 Amazing quality of teaching (UK). 

 Very useful, I'm keen on attending every lecture (Egypt). 

 It was very informative lecture (Pakistan). 

 Brilliant targeted relevant teaching! Very enjoyable (UK). 

 Excellent presentation, very helpful thank you for your time (Ireland). 

 Fantastic in-depth teaching to develop a deeper understanding of x-ray interpretation (UK). 

 Excellent teaching sessions by Dr Khan and team (Pakistan). 
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 Awesome. Thank you very much for this selfless teaching (Oman). 

 Very beneficial teaching (Malaysia).    

 Best ever presentation and revision lecture session. God bless you (Kenya). 

 Amazing series of lectures which are really informative and good starting point. I also like how 
the basics are covered initially (which means we are all on the same page) and then we progress 
on to more complicated cases (UK). 

 Excellent. I feel I would be ready for FRCR 2b sooner than imagined (UK). 

 Thank you for your great effort. It’s really appreciated. This will be reflected on our practice in 
such a positive way. Thank you for sharing part of your time to teach us (Saudi Arabia). 

 Priceless and sincere efforts of Dr. Khan. Lots of well wishes! (Pakistan). 

 It’s always great (Pakistan). 
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